Introduction

The Stockholm congestion charge is a tax levied on vehicles entering and exiting the inner city. After a seven-month trial, followed by a referendum, the charges were made permanent and the traffic reductions of 20% have held constant ever since. This case study features strong, ongoing impact data. It is a rare example of introducing then removing and then reintroducing an intervention. It speaks to the importance of timing referendums after rather than before trials or pilots, and to the dynamics of shifting public opinion. It also shows that congestion pricing can be popular, work well, and generate significant additional funds for municipalities.

Background

The City of Stockholm is the largest of the municipalities within Stockholm County, an area consisting of 25 municipalities with a total population of about two million.

Stockholm was built on a harbour, bordered on all sides by lakes, which meant that most commuters into the city had to cross very congested bridges. Despite a good public transportation system and a relatively small
population, Stockholm's traffic congestion was on par with that of London or Paris.

In 2006, the county of Stockholm had nearly 2,000,000 residents, of which almost half a million lived in the inner city. Of the approximately 320,000 people employed in the inner city, more than 210,000 of them commuted from outside the inner city.

Prior to the congestion charges, the cordon around the inner city was crossed by 530,000 vehicles and 800,000 transit passengers each day.

Despite these objections, a trial period was demanded by Sweden's Green Party during the 2002 federal election in exchange for its support for a national social-democratic government.

**Segmenting by Primary Motivation**

Stockholm used regression analysis to study survey responses regarding people’s attitudes towards climate, congestion and congestion pricing. It found two main groups of citizens. One group (the environmental group) primarily wanted to decrease traffic for environmental reasons – to mitigate climate change and improve local air quality. The other group (the transport efficiency group) focused more on congestion reduction, increased allocation efficiency, and so on. These seemed to be two distinct groups, so the key to getting public support was making sure that there was support from both of these groups.

**Traffic forecasting**

Between March 2003 and February 2004, Transek, a small research consultancy hired by the Swedish Road Administration, researched, designed and planned the system. Transek tested multiple traffic forecasting models to determine how such charges would impact, among other things, public transit, traffic congestion and air quality. Most models predicted a traffic decrease of about 16%.

There was no room on any of the city's bridges to build toll booths, so the idea of individual vehicle transponders linked directly to bank accounts was proposed.
Setting Objectives

The primary objectives of the system were to reduce congestion, increase accessibility and improve the environment.

The purpose of the trial period (see below) was to test whether the overall efficiency of the city's traffic system could be enhanced by congestion charges. Its objectives were to:

- Reduce traffic volumes on the busiest roads by 10-15%
- Improve traffic flow on streets and roads
- Reduce emissions harmful to human health
- Improve the urban environment
- Provide more resources for public transport.

Delivering the Program

The system design was simple. It would consist of a single charging cordon around the inner city with various control points. The same amount of money would be charged at all points of entry, in both directions, and for both morning and afternoon peak periods. (Financial incentives / disincentives)

Trial period (pilot)

The system was tested from January to July 2006. The year before—to accommodate an expected increase in public transit use—the city had extended its public transit services, purchased new buses and increased its park-and-ride capacity.

On the very first day, the impact was obvious—20% of Stockholm's inner city traffic simply "disappeared." People had switched their travel habits—either choosing different times, destinations or modes, or opting not to make those trips at all. That same reduction would continue and remain steady throughout the seven-month trial.

Once the trial was completed, the charges were temporarily abolished and traffic congestion returned to almost pre-trial levels. Referenda to keep or abolish the charges were held in Stockholm and 14 of the 25 neighbouring municipalities, resulting in a narrow majority (53%) in favour of keeping the charges.

Full-scale system

The permanent system was restarted in August 2007. The Stockholm congestion charging system consisted of a toll cordon around the inner city, thereby reducing traffic through the bottlenecks located at the arterials leading into the inner city. The area encompasses the entire Stockholm city centre.

Eighteen unmanned electronic control points were established at all entrances into the cordon and the tax was applied on both the entry and exit of the area.

Eighteen unmanned electronic control points were established at all entrances into the central area.

The cost of passing the cordon, in any direction, on weekdays was:

- €2 (~$2.90 CAD) during peak hours (7:30-8:30 am / 4-5:30 pm)
- €1.5 (~$2.20 CAD) 30 minutes before and after the peak periods, and
- €1 ($1.45 CAD) during the rest of the period 6:30 am to 6:30 pm.

The total charge per day was capped at €6 (~$8.70 CAD).1 There was no charge for

1 All currency conversions as of July 2014. 1 Euro = $1.45 Canadian.
evenings, weekends or holidays, and exemptions were given for emergency, transit and other government vehicles, as well as for those with disabled parking permits. (Financial incentives / disincentives)

A tag and beacon system was initially used. Each vehicle was equipped with a transponder that registered the vehicle's passing. For vehicles without a transponder, license plates were photographed using automatic number plate recognition (ANPR) technology and cross-referenced with Sweden's National Vehicle Registry to record the charge.

It had been anticipated that the ANPR identification rate would be about 50-60%, but after making some improvements to the system, the identification rate was actually about 97%. Due to this high degree of efficiency, the transponder system was abolished in 2008.

Thanks to the successful trial period public support for the charges increased, eventually reaching about 70% support in 2011. (Building motivation over time)

**Financing the Program**

Funding was provided by the National Transportation Agency. The system cost roughly $215 million CAD to install, although the National Transportation Agency says that if it had to do it a second time they probably could build it for less than half that cost. It takes $10 million CAD a year to operate. Average annual revenues are about $107 million CAD, giving the system a simple payback of about two years.

**Partnerships**

A partnership to conduct the evaluation of the system included Transek and representatives from the Swedish Road Administration, Stockholm County Council regional planning and traffic unit, Stockholm Transport, various research institutes and experts from other bodies, organizations and companies.

**Measuring Achievements**

The evaluation was divided into three different levels:

1. A comprehensive evaluation, consisting of more than 30 different evaluation projects. This level was designed as a comparison between the before (spring and autumn 2005) and during (spring 2006) periods.
2. Selected monthly indicators to monitor changes over time.
3. The "go live" evaluation, which showed the effects directly after the introduction of the congestion charges.

The comprehensive evaluation included a data analysis of travel patterns and road traffic, as well as the system's quantitative effects on: public transport, pedestrian and bicycling traffic, parking, road safety, air quality, noise, trade, regional economy, Stockholm citizens' experience of the urban environment, distribution hauling, impact for taxis and courier services, and attitudes towards congestion taxes.

Attribution of the observed impacts to the pricing policy was strengthened because the congestion charges were introduced, then abolished right before the referendum, then later reintroduced (Reversal Design.)
Results

Traffic decreased by about 20% across the toll cordon and congestion decreased by 30 – 50%.

Traffic Changes

Traffic decreased by about 20% across the toll cordon, or the equivalent of 100,000 passages over the charge cordon during the congestion period each day. The decrease led to congestion reductions of about 30-50% on the arterials, and inner city emission decreases of between 10% and 14%. Travel time variability also decreased significantly. For example, if you need to choose your departure time in order to be on time for an important meeting, then you need to choose your departure time with respect to the maximum travel time rather than the mean one. The decrease in travel time variability was as much appreciated by the population as the reduced average travel times.

About half of the “disappearing” drivers changed to transit, the rest to other alternatives such as different departure times and destinations, fewer trips, etc.

Attribution of the observed impacts to the pricing policy was strengthened because the congestion charges were introduced, abolished right before the referendum, then later reintroduced (Reversal Design.) In the following table, the red bars represent the time periods during which congestion pricing was in place, and the blue bars indicate when it wasn’t in place. Traffic levels dropped immediately during the trial period, returned towards initial levels once the pricing was abolished, then dropped again and stayed roughly level once congestion pricing was reintroduced.

Reversal Design: traffic levels dropped immediately during the trial period, returned towards initial levels once congestion pricing was abolished, then dropped again and stayed roughly level once congestion pricing was reintroduced.

Public Support

The Royal Institute of Technology conducted repeated surveys of public attitudes. Public support for the charges was lowest just before the trial, increased dramatically once the trial began and has remained consistently high at roughly 70% thereafter. This is pattern that has also been seen in London, Oslo, Singapore, Milan and Rome. People are very negative at first, but that shifts once they see the benefits and get used to things.

Public support for the charges was lowest just before the trial, increased dramatically once the trial began and has remained consistently high since.
All driver categories supported the congestion charges after the trial period.

The net social benefit of the congestion charges was pegged at about €65 million/year (~$94 million CAD). Beyond the revenues provided by the charges, social benefits were also measured in terms of the value of:

- Shorter and more reliable travel times
- Lower GHG emissions
- Improved health and environmental impacts
- Increased traffic safety, and
- Increased public transit revenues.

None of the objections that people had to the system materialized. ANPR technology eliminated false plate identifications and people understood how to pay the charges. Calculations also showed that lower income people were not disproportionately affected; in fact, just the opposite was true. Wealthier people living in the inner city paid more in congestion charges than residents in any other geographic area.

**Lessons Learned**

**Establish clear objectives**

The system had clear and measurable objectives and was visibly designed with these objectives in mind. Moreover, the objectives were fulfilled. "Having to pay for something that used to be free is never popular, and some people will be worse off, especially in the short term, until new travel habits are adopted," said Jonas Eliasson, the lead researcher at Transek and now a professor at the Royal Institute of Technology. "These sacrifices have to be weighed against the positive effects of the charges on the environment and accessibility, and the possibility to use the revenues for necessary investments."

**Model a variety of system designs**

Transek tried out many different forecasting models to predict how traffic flows would change. "Spending a lot of effort on the design of the system is imperative for any city wanting to introduce congestion charges," says Mr. Eliasson. "It's not just drawing a few lines on a map."

**Extend public transport**

Although enhancing public transit services on its own had a lower impact on Stockholm's traffic congestion than anticipated, Eliasson said that because the transit improvements had been made a year before the trial began it made it easier to separate the effect of the new transit services from the effect of the congestion charges.

**Ensure a robust technical system**

The technical system worked from the start, which was a key factor in the system's success. The number of misidentifications was extremely low—from a daily average of about 115,100 charges, only 100 were investigated by the Swedish Tax Agency and five were appealed. From the user's perspective, everything worked seamlessly. The Swedish Road Administration, which operated and maintained the system, also made great efforts to make the system more customer-friendly.

**Keep people informed**

The Swedish Road Administration educated the public about all aspects of the new system and from the very first day of the trial people knew what to do. Anticipated problems—people who did not know that they should pay, or did not know how to pay—did not materialize. Court appeals or refusals to pay were also never a problem, despite much talk before the trial about “civil disobedience” in the form of refusal to pay or appealing to court.

**Conduct rigorous evaluations**

Eliasson stressed the importance of being able to supply media with hard figures about the reduction of traffic volumes and congestion. "It
was extremely important to have professional, independent researchers and experts, from different backgrounds and organizations able to explain and evaluate what was happening," he said. "The size of the evaluation was itself an important factor. So many experts and researchers were involved in one way or another that it was impossible to wave it away."

A picture is worth a thousand words

During the trial, the results of the pricing system were immediately apparent. Photographs of one of the most congested arterials appeared in Stockholm's major media showing traffic the day before the trial and the first day of the trial. Thousands of vehicles had "disappeared" from the roads. Such a vivid example helped negate the opposition's assertions that the system wouldn't work and helped to turn people's opinions in favour of keeping the charges.

Additional Information

The Stockholm Congestion Charging System—An Overview of the Effects After Six Months

Cost-benefit analysis of the Stockholm congestion charging system

Lessons from the Stockholm congestion charging trial
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